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Einstein Equations in Vacuum as Integrability Conditions
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The Einstein equations describing gravitational fields in vacuum are written as a com-
pact exterior system of spinor-valued forms. A second system of equations is given,
such that their integrability conditions are satisfied by virtue of the Einstein equations.
This suggests the possibility of integrating the field equations by means of an inverse-
type procedure.

PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv, 04.20.$b

The solution of the Einstein equations for gravi-
tational fields in vacuum (R„,=O, where R„, is
the Ricci tensor of the space) presents an obvious
difficulty, due to the highly nonlinear nature of
the equations. In spite of this fact, many solu-
tions are known'; such solutions are usually de-
generate in the sense that they correspond to
space-times of an algebraically special type or to
space-times which possess definite symmetries.
Systems with two commuting Killing vectors have
been thoroughly studied in recent years with the
help of a variety of different solution-generating
techniques. It is the aim of the present Letter to
express the Einstein equations in such a form
that techniques such as the inverse scattering
method' or the use of Backlund transformatians, '
which apply to the special case just mentioned,
could conceivably be extended to the general case.

I

dk =p( u+ u)& k+v&t +v&t
~

dm=- ~(u+u)&m +m& t +w& t,
dt =-sv~k -v&m + &(u -u)At,

The starting point in what follows will be the
structural equations, as given for example by
Ernst. ' Such equations admit an SO(3, 1)- or
O(3, C)-invariant formulation; they will be writ-
ten here as SL(2, C)-invariant (spinor) equations.
The introduction of spinors seems rather funda-
mental for the purpose of obtaining a very simple
final form. Explicitly writing down dotted and un-
dotted indices is not necessary in the present con-
text, and as a consequence the equations may be
expressed in a coordinate-free manner.

The basic quantities to be considered are the
tetrad of one-forms (k,m, t, F) and the connection
one-forms (u, v, ~), where u, v, and ur are com-
plex, while 4 and ~ are real and t is the complex
conjugate of t. With a definite choice of the possi-
ble signs appearing in Ref. 4 (&, =&, =&, =1), the
structural equations take the form4

(la)

(lb)

(lc)

dv u& v = C—~A t +C, (k h m +t A t ) + Cp A t —7's Rk & t + ~S»m A t + ~S„,(k A, m —t h t ) + 7'S«k & t,
du —2m&v = —2C m& t —2CO(k&m+ t&t ) —2C,kh t —~R(kAm + tat ) + &S,-, mn t

+~~S, -, (kA. m —tA, t) —~~s, k~ t,
dw —u + u = Cpe A t + C ~ (k h m +t A t ) + C 2k A t —~~ Rm A t + &~$-, -,m A t —&~S -, (k A m —t A t )

+ ~S k~t,

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

where &;, 8;, , and ~ correspond to the decomposition of the Hiemann tensor into its Acyl, traceless
Hicci, and scalar-curvature parts. The vacuum equations are obtained by setting S;, =R =0 in Eqs.
(2a)-(2c). The relevant equations reduce in such a case to Eqs. (la)-(lc) and the following ones:

dv -uhv =C~& ( +C, (k&m +tnt)+CPht,
du —2te & v = —2C,m & t —2CO(kA m +t & t ) —2C,k A t,
du) —N & u = Cpz A t +C, (k & m + t A t ) + C P A t .

(Sa)

(Sb}

(3c)

Equations (la)-(lc) and (Sa)-(Sc) may be readily written as equations for spinor-valued forms by de-
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Equations (la)-(1c) and (Sa)-(sc) then take the following form:

d'g =yh 'g —g by

dy -yhy =8'h g,
(4a)

(4b)

where the wedge product is understood as matrix multiplication, with the exterior product replacing
the ordinary one between entries. The dagger denotes Hermitian conjugation, and

-C,(k+m) -C, t+C, t -C, (k+m) -C, t+C, t

C, (k + m ) + C 2 t —C t Co (k + m ) +C, t —C, t

Qg =yh g —ghy

(dy —yn. y)n q =0,

(6a)

(6b)

with &) and y matrix one-forms satisfying g~ =g,
yE sl(2, C) (Try =0). A trivial computation shows
that the system (6a)-(6b) is closed under exterior
differentiation, and as a consequence no further
integrability conditions need to be considered.
For the present purposes, this represents an ad-
vantage over the equations in the form (4a)-(4b),
where a Bianchi-type identity should be explicitly
taken into account.

The metric@ is given in terms of g by means
of the expression g= Tr(q& S'q&), where & =(', ',).
Equations (6a)-(6b) are manifestly invariant un-
der the SL(2, C) gauge transformations

g-g' =SOS~, (7a)

y —y' =SyS ~ +ASS (7b)

where S is an ordinary SL(2,C) matrix of arbi-
trary functions. Notice that Eqs. (6a) and (6b)
may alternatively be written as the algebraically
equivalent system

dq =ynq —any~, d(ynq) =ynqny .
The vacuum equations (6a)-(6b) should be com-

pared with the equations for flat space (vanishing
Riemann tensor, R &„,=0)

&'g =yh'g —gh y (sa)

dy -yhy =O. (sb)

The following observation will be crucial in what
follows: Equation (4b) with &' given by Eq. (6) is
precisely equivalent to

(dy -y h y) n q =0.

The Einstein equations in vacuum thus reduce to
the system

!The system (sa)-(8b) may be obtained as the in-
tegrability conditions for the following system:

v gv'=&(, (Qa)

(Qb)

where p and g are matrix zero-forms with p
~SL(2, C) and g"=g. The general solution of
Eqs. (8a) and (8b) may be extracted from (9a)
and (Qb):

n=@ '«(V') ' y=-& 'dV.
This case is obviously "pure gauge, " and may be
reduced to the Minkowski form by means of a
gauge transformation of the type (7a)-(7b), with
S =p, resulting in the standard expressions

lt is highly desirable to find a set of equations
similar to (Qa)-(9b), whose integrability condi-
tions will consist of the field equations (6a)-(6b).
This would permit the introduction of techniques
similar to the inverse scattering method and
Backlund transformations to the general case
(Einstein equations with no isometrics present).
The equation

(dy+ Py)n'1l =0

(11a)
(11b)

suggests itself as a candidate for generalizing
Eq. (Qb). Unfortunately, one is prevented from
following this procedure by the fact that the equa-
tion A & g =o, where' is any matrix one-form,
implies A =0, so that Eq. (10) would. reduce to
the trivial situation described by Eq. (9b). The
problem is solved by using higher-order forms.
I et 4' now be a matrix-valued one-form. The
system

@A/ A4~ =g(,
d4 hg =4hyhq
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(where t' is a matrix two-form with g~ = —() has
Eqs. (6a)-(6b) as a sufficient condition for its in-
tegrability. Conversely, if we assume that there
exists a sufficient number of independent @,(i
=1, .. ., N), the system of equations

4';~@~4', '=dh;; (t;, '=-(,;), (12a)

(1xb)Q@.A g =4]Ay Ag

Q@]A q A@~ 4]AQUA@,

+.@)Ag h, d4-~ =0,

dg =4@';~y Ag —4

+@;Ayde.

(13a)

(13b)

Using (12b) and its Hermitian conjugate in Eq.
(13a) one gets

4') ~ (y~ q -dq —q&y~) AC, t=p.

For an appropriate number of independent ma-
trices 4'; this implies

implies the field equations as integrability condi-
tions: By exterior differentiation of (12a) and
(12b) one has

ber of parameters or functions. As an illustra-
tion of the use of Eqs. (1la) —(lib), it may be
seen that the pp-wave metric'

ds2 = 2d f d & —2du gv —2~du2

[where H =f(L,~) +f(E,u), with f an arbitrary func-
tion of L and u] can be ~econstructed from Eqs.
(11a)-(11b)with a "scattering form" @' given by

dv —H~gdu dP
4

where o, P, A. , and 9 are arbitrary complex func-
tions and H~ = "dH/&t; . Whether a situation such
as this is generic [namely, whether g and y&q
may be obtained algebraically by solving equa-
tions such as (11a)-(11b) or (12a)-(12b) in the
general case, with the @& as an input] is not clear
at present and requires further investigation.
This matter is currently being considered.
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dg =yA'g —gh, y (14)

With use of (14) and (13b), the following result is
obtained:

4, ~(dy -y~y)n. q =O.

Again, this implies

(dy —yp, y)n 9 =0

provided that enough @~ exist. The existence of a
sufficient number of independent matrix one-
forms 4'~ is equivalent to the existence of a solu-
tion of Eqs. (11a) and (lib) with a sufficient num-
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